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The meeting was called to order at 10.55 a.m. 

86TH AND 87TH REPORTS OF THE WORKING GROUP (A/AC.l.09/L.1454 and L.1455) 

The CHAIRMAN: We shall first take up the 86th report in document 

A/AC.109/L.1454. If there are no comments or objections I shall take it that 

the Committee adopts the 86th report of the Working Group. 

The report was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN: We take up next the 87th report in document A/AC.109/1.1455, 

If there are no comments or objections I shall take it that the Committee adopts 

the 87th report of the Working Group. 

The report was adopted. 

QUESTION OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS (MALVINAS) (continued) 

Mr. OLEAl'\JDROV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) { interpretation 

from Russian); Once again - and not for the first time this year - the Committee 

is considering the question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), an issue that has 

long been on the agenda of this Committee and of the entire United Nations, awaiting 

a solution in accordance with the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 

Colonial Countries and Peoples. The situation which has come about this year on 

these Islands shows very clearly that, despite the reduction of the number of 

Territories still under colonial rule, the acute nature of the problem of 

decolonization has not diminished. The Soviet delegation has repeatedly stressed 

that the question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) is first and foremost part of 

the problem of decolonization of Territories seized by colonial Powers in various 

parts of the world. 

The clear position of the United Nations in favour of the unconditional 

cessation of the colonial status of those Islands was reflected in the fact that 

they were included by the General Assembly in the list of Territories the colonial 

regimes of which must be brought to an end, in accordance with the United Nations 

Charter and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries 

and Peoples. 
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(Mr. Oleundrov. USSR) 

The question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) has been brought up numerous 

times in the Non--Aligned Movement as well. At the Sixth Conference held in Havana 

in 1979, the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries reiterated 

"their support for the Argentine Republic's right to the restitution of 

that territory and sovereignty OYer it and requested that the negotiations 

in this regard be speeded up " . (A/34/542 para. 168) 
- ----- -- ---· L ---- - ·------
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(Mr. __ Qleandrov, !J..~SR) 

This position in support of Argentina has been reaf.firmed in decisions 

of the non--aliCTned countries after the outbreak of the conflict in the southern 

Atlantic. Unfortunately, the United Kingdom has renainecl deaf to those aT1peals 

refuf:'.ed to seek a peaceful settlement of this dispute with Argentina over 

sovereignty of the islands, actually ignoring the decisions of the General 

Assembly and continues by every possible means to cling to the colonial status 

of those islands. That is the main reason that the problem of the Falkland 

Islands has not been resolved. 

Britain's military action in restoring the colonial status of the 

Falkland Islands (Malvinas) has created a danger to the security of 

international peace. It is well known that at the tine of the South Atlantic 

conflict the Secretary-General of the United Nations made efforts to settle 

it, and durine the first stage, in the implementation of the Secretary

General's good offices,significant proGress was achieved in bringinr, the 

parties closer together. 

It is also known that at the next stage the United Kingdom Government 

made its position more acute, resorting to the language of ultimata and in 

fact virtually breaking off negotiations, having decided to restore the 

colonial status of the islands throue;h the widespread use of military force. 

At the same time we must also note that the Secretary- General's 

efforts to which we have referred received broad support in the Security 

Council. 

It is perfectly clear that the United Kine;dom Government would not 

have decided to unleash a colonial war in the South Atlantic if it had not 

had the agreement and full support of the United States of America. There 

is, of course, another factor that is clear: the restoration of the 

colonial status of the Fallcland Islands ( Mal vinas) in no way ruled out 

conflict in the Territory : it made the conflict even worse ~ in fact. The 

problem of decolonization of the Falkland Islands is at present even more 

acute, given the condition of onGoing tension in the Islands. 
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(Hr. Oleandrov, USSR) 

The Soviet Union is convinced that there is no justification for refusinf, 

to negotiate, however the causes of this conflict r1a.y be assessed. The problem 

of the Falkland IslanC::.s (r✓Ialvinas) must be resolved by negotiations on the 

basis of the appropriate decisions of the United Nations relatinG to 

decolonization. An attempt to maintain the colonial status of the 

Falk.land Islands ( Hal vinas) is an anachronism in the last q_uarter of the 

twentieth century and an act of defiance of the international comnunity, 

which has unconditionally rejected and conder,med colonialism. Therefore 

the Soviet delegation supports the demands for a swift solution to the 

problem of the decolonization of the Falkland Islands (Mal vinas) and 

feels that the United Nations General Assembly and the Special Committee of 2~ 

can make a useful contribution to that objective. 

Mr. KALIEA (Czechoslovakia)(interpretation from Russian) : This 

½;.uestion :ias oeen discussed in the Sr,ecial Corr,mittee and in the 

United Nations General Assembl~• for several years no~r. In its 

resolution 2065 ( XX) the General Assembly considered that the Declaration on 

the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 

r:. • • was pro1ilpted by the cherished aim of bringing to an end 

everywhere colonialism in all its forms, one of which covers the 

case of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas)". 

Czechoslovakia's position on this issue is based on the fact that the 

question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) constitutes, first and foremost , 

an inseparable part of the problem of decolonization of Territories seized 

by the colonial Pouers. He feel that this question is an anachronism in 

this last part of the twentieth century which, as a result of Great Britain's 

colonial policy, must be solved around the negotiating table. In our view, 

the basis of such negotiations must be the Declaration on the GrantinG of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, in accordance with ,·rhich 

that Territory was included in the list of Territories which, in conformity 

with the United Nations Charter, must see an end to colonial redmes. 
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(Hr. Kalina, Czechoslovakia) 

However,. the colonial Power in this case, the United Kingdom, despite the 

repeated appeals of the United Nations General Assembly and those of the 

J\Jon--Aligned Iiovement, has ignored demands for the solution of this question 

of the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands ( Hal vinas) by peaceful means. 

On the contrary? foJlowinr:s the example of the classical expeditionary colonial 

wars, the United Kine;dom actually resorted to force to maintain the 

Territory 1 s colonial status and save the last vestiges of its colonial 

empire. Of course, Great Britain would not have undertaken those steps 

without the ae;reement and support of its North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(EATO) ally, the other colonial Power of the Western heL1isphere? the United 

States of .,i\merica. That, we feel, is the real reason for the recent 

military conflict in the South Atlantic and the situation with regard to 

this issue today. 

l::iF. DEHICHIN (Bulgaria): The problem of the Malvinas has for a 

nlLmber of years been on the agenda of the Special Committee on decolonization 

and of the General Assembly. As early as 1965, at its twentieth session, the 

General Assembly, in its resolution 2065 (XX), recognized that the Declaration 

on the Grantine; of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples applied to 

the Malvinas. The United Nations has expressed its clear position that the 

colonial status of the Malvinas should unconditionally be brought to an end. 

However,, for a number of years the United Kingdom has stubbornly refused 

to comply uith the United Nations demand in respect of the decolonization of 

the Territory by c'i.elaying negotiations with the Republic of Argentina. Thus 

the United Kinc;dom has virtually sabotar;ed. the decisions of the United 

nations nnd the process of the Islands I decolonization. 

Earlier this year, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, we 

witnessed events that should well have belonged to the nineteenth century. 

By sending an expeditionary colonial force 2-ncl. startin~ a colonial war 

to retake a Territory situated half way o.round the globe from the United 

Kinc;dom, London cleo.rly o.nd bluntly deBonstrated to the world that it haJ. 

not ended its colonial policy. By those actions the United Kingdom, vith thll 

direct surr,ort of' the Govermr.ent of the United States, created a situg,tion 

uhich constituted a grave danr:er to ~,eace and security in the world. 
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(Mr. Denichin, Bulgaria) 

The position of my country on the question before us is clear. 

The Government of the United Kingdom should immediately enter into 

negotiations with the Government of the Republic of Argentina in order 

to bring an end to the colonial status of the Territory of the 

Ualvinas Islands, in accordance with the Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. 

The CHAIRMAlJ: Before calling on the next speaker, I wish 

to inform members that I have also received requests from the delegations 

of Colombia and Nicaragua to participate in the Committee's consideration 

of this item. 

If I hear no objection, I shall take it that the Committee accedes to 

these requests. 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIRMAH: In accordance with the decision we took yesterday, 

I call on the Pernanent Representative of Panama. 

Mr. OZORES TYPALDOS (Panama) (interpretation from Spanish): 

Mr. Chairman, my delegation wishes to thank you and the Committee, under your 

worthy leadership, for the opportunity to participate in the discussion of 

an item. to which ny Government attaches particular importance. 

Panama was one of the 15 Latin American countries which on 15 november 1965 

sponsored a draft resolution, which was later adopted by the General Assembly 

on 16 December of the same year as resolution 2065 (XX), entitled 
11Question of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas) 11

• Almost 17 years have elapsed 

since the adoption of that resolution, in which the General Assembly noted 
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(Mr. 0zores Typaldos, Panama) 

the existence of a dispute between the Governments of Argentina and the 

United Kingdom concerning sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands and invited 

both Governments to proceed without delay - I repeat: without delay - with 

the negotiations recommended by this Committee with a view to finding a 

peaceful solution to the problem, bearing in mind the provisions and objectives 

of the Charter of the United Nations and of General Assembly resolution 

1514 (XV) and the interests of the population of the Falkland Islands (Malvinas). 

Members of this Committee, which has been considering the question of the 

Malvinas Islands since 1964 - in other words, for 18 years - are well aware 

that the dispute between the United Kingdom and Argentina derived from the 

illegal British occupation of the Malvinas Islands through an act of force 

carried out in 1833 against the territorial integrity of the Argentine nation. 

Argentina's affirmation of its sovereignty over the Malvinas Islands rests on 

solid legal foundations which have been duly expressed and documented before 

the Committee in the past 18 years; hence we do not have to dwell on that 

aspect. 

Nevertheless, my delegation is compelled to say that this persistence 

of a colonial situation in South America for more than 149 years led to 

a recent armed conflict in the South Atlantic. As everyone in the 

international community knows, the crisis of the Malvinas Islands derived 

from the British obstinacy to maintain an outdated colonial situation in the 

South Atlantic in flagrant violation of the United Nations Charter and 

General Assembly resolutions 2065 (XX), 3160 (XXVIII) and 31/49. Unfortunately, 

this conflict caused the restoration by force of the colonial occupation of the 

Malvinas Islands, thus maintaining a situation prejudicial to the dignity 

. and territorial integrity of the Republic of Argentina which, if not resolved, 

will continue to be a source of continuous conflict between the United Kingdom 

and its allies, on the one hand, and Argentina and the other South American 

countries, on the other, thus threatening intern~tional peace and security. 

In my country's view, Great Britain must without delay commit itself to 

abiding by United Nations resolutions and entering into negotiations with Argentina 

in order to find a peaceful settlement to the problem of the Malvinas Islands -

negotiations which should be carried out under the auspices of the United Nations -

bringing an end to colonialism in keeping with the sovereign rights of 

Argentina and in strict respect for its dignity and territorial integrity. 
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(Mr. Ozores Typaldos. Panama) 

Taking due account of the need comprehensively and thoroughly to discuss 

the question of the Malvinas Islands, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of 

Panama , with 19 other Latin American Ministers for Foreign Affairs, signed a 

request calling for the inclusion on the agenda of the thirty--seventh session 

of the General Assembly of an additional item, entitled ''Question of the 

Malvinas Islands n. We feel that this initiative will have a positive effect 

on the negotiating process, since it will reflect the broad support of the 

international community for the well-founded claims of the Ar gentine nation , and 

that the United Kingdom will therefore not be able to continue disregarding and 

ignoring the situation. 

My delegation wishes to say once again in this Committee, as we said at 

the appropriate time in the Security Council, that we firmly and unswervingly 

support Argentina in its just claims to have the Malvinas, South Georgia and 

South Sandwich Islands restored to Argentine soverei~nty, since they are an 

integral part of its territory. 

Mr. GARCIA MORENO ( Colombia) ( interpretation from Spanish) : Mr. Chairman, 

I shoUld like first of all to thank you and the other members of the Committee 

for the opportunity afforded us to take part in this debate. 

Everyone is well aware of Colombia's position on colonialism. Both in this 

Organization and in various forums we have unhesitatingly expressed our opposition 

to colonialism. That opposition is a constant in our foreign policy and we believe 

that, in our time, there is no convincing argument for the maintenance of colonial 

enclaves anywhere in the world . The logic of history and political circumstances 

are such that they have led and will continue to lead to the total eradication of 

colonialism. The activities of the United Nations in the historical process of 

eradicating colonialisn derive from the United Nations Charter. 

As Ambassador Carlos Sanz de Santamaria, the Head of our delegation, 

ri~r.tly said in one of his stater1ents in the Security Council in recent months: 
11 For the present ~eneration of our continent the concept of colonialism, 

which long formed part of the relationships between the powerful countries and 

the small and weak countries, is also as anachronistic and as alien to the 

thinking of Latin American youth as the traffic in human beings. No one can 

accept it or tolerate it. 11 (S/PV.2363, p. 41) 
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(t1r. Garcia Moreno ., Colombia) 

What I have said is corroborated by General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV) of 

14 December 1960, and, in connexion specifically with the Islands, by General 

Assembly resolutions 2065 (X"'.£), 3160 (XXVIII) and 31/119. 

Colombia I s long--standing anti-colonialist tradition was manifested in 

connexion with the case of the Malvinas Islands. This was made clear by 

the former Colombian President, Hr. Julio Cesar Turbay Ayala , when he said 

that Colombia defends the cause of Argentina in its claim against the United 

Kingdom. Our support for that claim is channelled into a desire for a solution 

according to law, which can and must be achieved through dialogue between the 

States concerned and through action by the United Nations, for •·.:;, is Organization 

is empowered to stimulate the process of negotiation. Through that process, 

with the help of the United Kingdom, the process of decolonization can succeed. 

The second point we wish to make is this: Colombia believes that all 

the problems that have arisen can be resolved fairly and honourably through 

constructive dialogue: by peaceful means in a peaceful spirit. Negotiations to 

put an end to the colonial situation in the Malvinas must be undertaken promptly 

and without reservations, with the aim of arriving at a just negotiated 

solutton. In order to achieve this , 20 Latin American Ministers for Foreign 

Affairs~ among them that of my own country, have addressed. a letter to the 

Secreta:ry--General, in which they call for the inclusion of this item on the 

agenda of the next session of the General Assembly. 

'.rhose are the efforts and the means which are conducive to the implementation 

of the ideals of the United Nations in a spirit of solidarity among peoples, 

with friendly dialogue, which can serve satisfactorily to r esolve claims, 

counter--claims and disputes among States. Therefore, we express our full 

support for this Committee ' s recommending to the General Assembly that the 

issue of the Malvinas Islands be discussed at the next session of the General 

Assembl:t so that under United Nations auspices negotiations between the Argentine 

Republic and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland can resume. 

Mr. ROA KOURI (Cuba)(interpretation from Spanish): Just afew days ago, 

20 Latin American States called upon the Secretary-General of the United Nations to 

include the question of the Malvinas Islands as a supplementary item on the agenda 

of the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. It need hardly be said 
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(Mr. Roa KoUFj._, Cuba) 

that this is a unanimous reiteration of the anti-colonialist stance of the 

American of Juarez, Bolivar, Hostos, San Martin and Marti. This uas also made 

clear during the tragic days of the British aggression against Argentine 

sovereignty over that integral part of its territory. 

The colonial issue of the Malvinas Islands has been discussed in our 

Committee since 1964. My delegation has clearly stated its position regardinr; 

the indisputability of Argentine sovereignty over that Territory in the light 

of .l\merican and international law and in accordance with General Assembly 

resolution 1514 {XV). In various bodies, we have reaffirmed that the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland must, in accordance with that 

resolution and with the provisions of General 11.ssembly resolutions 2065 (XX) 

and 31/49, take the necessary steps to restore to the Argentine Republic 

its sovereign rights over the South Atlantic territories illegally occupied 

by the United Kingdom. 

The invasion of the Malvinas Islands by the United Kingdom in May 1982, 

supported by the United States Government, was an attempt to repeat the plunder 

of those islands in 1833 by the United Kingdom, at which time it drove out 

the Argentine population and Governor in a typical act of piracy. No pseudo-le~al 

subterfuge can cover the rank colonialist attitude of the United Kingdom or 

the predatory nature of its aggression against the .l\rgentine Republic. Not only 

do its excuses based on the self-determination of the British population of 

the islands reveal utter contempt for the rules of international law and a 

twisted reading of paragraph 6 of General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), but 

they serve to highlight the duplicity which has always characterized 

colonialists. The proof is that in the Malvinas Islands the seraphic regime 

of Mrs. Thatcher, ruled by the strategic interests of the North American empire •

which is its senior partner - champions the cause of self--determination for its 

overseas subjects in order to undermine the rights of a Latin American country. 

In the Chagos Archipelago, in the Indian Ocean, another area of colonial 

interest, the then British Government ex~elled the neople of Diego Garcia and 

between 1965 and 1973 turned the island into the main Yankee bastion in the region, 

in utter contempt for the inalienable rights of the inhabitants of that island. 
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(Mr. Roa Kouri, Cuba) 

It was a mockery of the members of this Committee to invite those two 

British subjects - one of whom even was employed by the colonial Falkland Islands 

Company, which exploits in the interest of the British Crown what lawfully belongs 

to the Argentine people and the other a New Zealand national - as spokeEmen for 

self--determination of the people of the Malvinas. Neither Mr. Cheek nor .Mr. Blake 

belongs to the Old Vic Company, nor is this the place for comedy. 

My delegation objected yesterday to the Special Committee's hearing British 

representatives in the guise of representatives of the Malvinas: first of all 

because only the Argentine people has sovereign rights over the Malvinas Islands. 

There is therefore no justification for hearing talk about self-determination for 

the British population who serve the Crown :_ in any event, Argentina has always 

had the greatest respect for their customs, rights and habits. 
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(Mr. Roa Kouri. Cuba) 

Secondly , a dangerous precedent is set when those British subjects talk to us 

about their rights to self-determination. It was .American subjects specifically 

who, by invoking an alleged right to self-determination and by taking advantage 

of the existence of civil war in Mexico, promoted the pillage by the United States 

of about 40 per cent of Mexican territory in the last century. Today the Israeli 

colonists in the Arab and Palestinian occupied territories lay claim to their 
11right :i to land acquired by force. 

This Committee, entrusted by the General Assembly with ensuring the 

implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial 

Countries and Peoples , cannot fall into such a trap. 

The British act of aggression against the Republic of Argentina is a flagrant 

violation of the principles of international law, of the United Nations Charter and , 

of course, of the terms of Security Council resolution 502 (1982), sponsored by 

the United Kingdom itself. It further implies an attempt to return to gunboat 

diplomacy and other outdated colonial policies totally unacceptable in our time. 

Yet, despite the growing world-wide oppos~tion to any interruption in the 

negotiations on the Malvinas, the British Government, with the support of United 

States imperialism, imposed by force what it could not justify as a matter of ri~ht. 

The aggression showed, if that were necessary, all the hypocrisy of the so-called 

inter-American system brought into being by the United States to serve its own 

interests. The true nature of the inter-American Treaty of mutual assistance was 

laid bare when, in the face of the attack suffered by the Republic of Argentina, 

the United States stood shoulder to shoulder with the ag~ressor, giving it close 

military and political support. 

Cuba rejects this intolerable act of aggression and repeats its solidarity with 

the people of Argentina, which was defending its own sovereignty. 

i:This is the time for Latin .American solidarity, it is in the interests 

of each and every one of our countries,; 

said President Fidel Castro in his message to the Heads of State or Government of 

the Non-Aligned countries 
11 

••• above all, of humanitarian solidarity with the people of Argentina and with 

the British soldiers who were thrown into battle - that we harshly condemn 

the continuing hostilities and appeal for a negotiated political settlement 

of the crisis that would respect Argentina 1 s sovereign rights. 11 
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( L1r. Roa Kouri , Cuba) 

Such a. nec".otiated political settlement that would respect the sovereign 

rights of the Republic of Argentina. over the Territory of the Hal vinas Islands 

is the one which ~y dele~ation advocates in this Committee and will defend in 

the General Assembly at its next session. 

Mr. JOSEPH (Australia): First, the Australian delegation wishes to 

thank. ilr. Cheek and I,Ir. Blake for their interesting briefing yesterday on 

developments in t:ie Falklands. We find ourselves in substantial sympathy 

uith much o:f what they say and we think it behoves the Committee of 24 

to give weight to the views of these authentic local representatives. 

He have also listened to statements by the Ambassador of Arc;entina and 

others yesterclfl,y and we listened equally attentively to what has been said this 

morninc. Here ue find ourselves in less agreement O at least, with all that 

has been said, though, in our view, it is not so much what they have said, perhaps, 

as what they have omitted to say. Nowhere, for example, has there been 

any acJmission of the unacceptability of the initial resort to force in the 

Falklands. It is a matter of perception, I suppose; yet it was Argentina's 

invasion of the Falkland Islands - and, I would remind the Committee, in 

defiance of the Security Council call that force not be used - that was the 

ca.use of the breach of peace in the region in early April, and it was 

Argentina 1 s refusal to heed the mandatory call of the Security Council on 

2 April for withdrawal of its occupying forces which nourished and sustained 

the continuing crisis, 

If the United Kingdom uas also moved to military action? that was a 

natural consequence of Argentina I s own unprovoked resort to force and its 

failure to comply with the demands of the Security Council to uithdraw its 

forces. In moving to recover its mm territory the United Kingdom was acting 

legitimately under its inherent right of self--defence. 

This background is essential to any understancling of what happened in the 

South Atlantic earlier this year. He do not believe it is possible simply to 

brush aside the breach of Article 2, paragraphs 3 and 4, when Argentina 

invaded the islands. Heither can we simply gloss over Argentina 1 s subsequent 

failure - itself a breach of Article 25 of the Charter - to abide by the Security 

Council call to desist and depart; nor can ue ic;nore the inherent ri::!;ht of the 

United Kingdom, under Article 51, to act in its self--defence. 
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(Mr. Joseph, Australia) 

That is not all. There are other omissions and inadequacies in some of 

the presentations presented in the Committee. Host blatantly, in all the talk 

about colonialism and there being a colonial situation , there has been ne 1er a 

hint of the rights of the Falklanders to self-determination. On the contrary, 

those riGhts have been explicitly rejected, most recently a few minutes ago 

by the Cuban representative, as not being applicable to the Falklands. Now, that 

surely is the crux of the present problem and it is somethinc; which this 

Committee, whose whole rationale is to promote self-determination in dependent 

Territories, cannot in conscience ignore. It has been areued that the 

Fall,;:landers are an introduced population to whom the principle of 

self-determination should not apply. 

Australia cannot accept that argument. As was noted yesterday, the 

inhabitants of the Falkland Islands constitute a permanent population with 

roots in many cases stretching back to the early part of the last century. 

'l'he fact that there is only a small number of them does not diminish the 

importance they attach to choosing the life and the kind of Government they want. 

They must enjoy the same ri~hts of consultation as other peoples, including those 

'Tho inhabit other small islands and Territories. This is an obligation which 

we hold is shared not only by the United Kingdom as the Administering Power, 

but also by Argentina and indeed the entire international community. Let those 

who do not agree re-read the Charter. The fundamental importance of self

determination is recor,nized in the first Article. 
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The obligation is spelt out in Article 73 and it is the rrinciple of self

determination which underlies the seminal resolutions on decolonization. 1514 (XV) 

and 1541 (XV). It is self-determination as I have noted, that underpins the 

functioning of this Committee. 

There was a play on words yesterday about the different meanings of "peoples'· 

and \;populations::. Frankly, we see no substantial difference between thP. peoples 

or populations that travelled from Europe to the Falklands in the last century 

and those which travelled to Argentina. or for that matter those that came to my 

own country. Australia. itself is essentie,lly an immigrant society. But so is 

Argentina. Indeed, so are a number of other Latin American countries. It reaJ.ly 

escapes my delegation a,s to how in 1982 an argument can bE' developed that there 

is something _ersatz about the quality of the Falkland. society that distinguishPs 

it from other irnJ11it;rant societies. There- is, of course, the size of that society 1 

but, as noted, thA.t in itst>lf can be. no argument for o"nyinr; self,.det.ermination. 

He hold that to arsue otherwise would reelly be pure sophistry. 

In short, uhat we have in the Falklands is no simple wrangle over colonialism, 

as some would have us believe. Indeed, as the Australian Foreign Minister hRd 

occasion to observe during the Security Council 1 s debatP.s in May, had the initial 

aggression bef:n permitted to succeed that in itself would have ffii1ounted to 

colonialism. The fact is that the islanders have not shown 1;1.ny evident desire 

to change the present administration in which they have been able to take part 

through their elected represe-ntA.tives. To impose on them a foreign diktat -

even worse, to impose it by force -· would run contrary to the principles which 

have underlain the attainment of independence of well over two thirds of the 

membership of thf United Nations f.l.s it is composed today. 

I know that some of our Latin A.merican friends will be inclin(Od to say 

of the statement from Australia that this is only the viev of a Commomrealth 

partner of Britain I s in which inevita.bly AustrFJ.lia would side with the 

United Kingdom. Indeed I have heard it said that we are forgiven for doing so. 

But I submit that that would be a wrong interpretation. Hy country likes to 

t:nink of itself as e. just and fair-minded society, ready to stand back and 

take a cool look at competing clrdms and charges. He have done so in the 

present case and frankly we cannot see that the moral argument lies with the 

Government of Argentina. Passages from various communications and communiques 
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have been cited to justify Argentina's position. These might bE> more convincing 

were the passages not so obviously self-inserted. In any case, my delegation 

is not prepared to engage in such \:double think1
' , which holds that historical claims 

de.ting back to the early part of the nineteenth century should sorehow override 

the fundamental right of the Falkland Islander~ to determine their own future. 

Ue simply refuse to be dra.wn into de-ba.te on such spurious terms. 

In general we see no particular mystique about Argentina 1 s claims to the 

Islands which could allow a departure or deroeation from the normal rules of 

diplomatic conduct that apply in other regions. He think that Arc;entina. has no 

more right to make: a grab for the Falkland Islands than Australia to lay siege 

to a neighbouring territory. Both are sirr1ply unaccept.e.ble in the modern era. 

We think that the question of the territorial sta.tus of the Falkland Islands 

cannot be divorcf•d from the issue of self-de,termination. Ue find nothing 

self---evident in the present situation to support Argentina I s version of the facts. 

We are simply unconvinced. 

The> CHAIRI<IAH: How bearin[,; in mind the reservations previously expressed 

by several members of the Committee and which are fully rP-flectisd in the 

records of our 1223rd meeting, I call on Councillor Cheek, who wishes to makP. 

a further statement. 

Ur. CHEEK: It was suggested yesterday by the repre,senta.ti ve of 

Arc;entina that Mr. Blake> and I were not qualified to speak for the people of 

the Fall:lands. While it is true that I wes in Brita.in on a training course 

during th!'! occupation of our Islands, I rE·turned to my homeland as soon a.s 

possible a.fter its libE'oration. Having seen the physica.l results of that invasion 

and having listened sincEc to many IslandFrs 5 I fe8l I l'lm well qualified to 

col':1ll1ent on the subject. This was confirmed by my selection, together with my 

collea~ue, by elected members of the Falklands legislatur1c. Since I know 

that the Isla.nders havEc every confidence in Hr. Blfllrn, as I do, I would ask the 

CommittEe to allow him to speak for himself. 

Ur. BLAKE: Contrary to the belief tha.t I am a New Zeal;mde-r, I was 

born in Britain to British parents. My early education took place in Engla.nd 

and in 1952 my parents moved to New Zen.land , uhere my s~condary [lnd universit:r 
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education took place.. In 1971 I took up a position in thP- Fa.lkland Islands and 

I have now lived there for 11 years. As such I qualify under our Constitution 

to stand for the, LeGislative Council. I enjoy the confidence of my constituents 

and the: confidence of the elected representatives of our Legislative Councils 

11ho asked me to represent them at this Cammi ttee. As such I am nn example of 

the acceptance by the people of the Falklands of people from other nations, 

and I conside:r these attacks on us personally nnd on our institutions as 

typical of the attitudes of some countries towards the rights of self-determination 

and of freedom of speech. They are: d€:sperate attacks to supprc·ss the truth 

and the facts of oppression. 

Mr. Cheek and lir. Blake withdrew. 
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The CHAIRI1AN: There being no other speakers on this item, I sugp:est 

that, to facilitate the Assembly's consideration of the question, the Special 

Committee decide to transmit to the Assembly all the related documentation 

on the item. The Committee may also wish to indicate in its rer,ort to the 

Assembly that, sub,iect to any decision that the Assembly mif:$ht take in this 

connexion at its thirty-seventh session, it will continue to keep the 

situation in the Territory under review. 

If I hear no objection to my proposal, it will be so decided. 

It uas so decided. 

Mr. ROA KOURI (Cuba) (interpretation from Epanish): I am sorry 

I have to speak again at today's meeting but it seems to me that some 

commentary is called for. 

I listened carefully to what the representative of Australia said 

and I should like to ask him to take another "cool lool~n at the situation 

as put forward by representatives of several Latin A.merican countries 

yesterday and today. I think it is obvious and has been demonstrated -

and is the opinion of the overwhelming majority of Members of this 

Organization - that the Territory of the Halvinas Islands is an integral 

part of the Republic of Argentina. 

Since 1973 it has been made clear and largely substantiated before 

this Committee that succession to sovereignty over the territories 

belonging to the Spanish Crown passed, aft er independence, by rig}1t to 

the recently established American republics of the time. Reference was 

made then, and again yesterday, to the fact that it was in accordance 

with the legal principle uti nossidet_is Juris - the cornerstone of 

American law, which since the 1S'60s has been embodied in the Charter 

of the Organization of African Unity and furthermore in international 

law by other means .. that the territories belonging to the S;.1anish Crown 

in the last century became an integral part of the sovereignty of the 

American republics. 
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It is true that the aggression against the Re:oublic of Jl.r~entina dates 

from 1833. He were referring not only to an act of aggression carried out 

in 1982 but also to the original aggression of 1833. But according to 

the logic of the representative of Australia, the fact that that uas 

perpetrated in 1833 excuses the colonial nature of the plunder. According 

to that same logic, the imposition of the Guantanamo Naval Base by the 

United States of America on the people and Government of Cuba at the end 

of the last century and the beginnins of this century is legitimate 

simply because a few decades have since elapsed. 

Sophistic arguments are not those which have distinguished between 

people ~nd populations that really have the right to exercise self

determination, but those ,rhich claim that the British subjects working 

in the Malvinas have a right to exercise self-determination while the 

British subjects who lived in Diego Garcia did not have that right 

and were expelled from the island, where they had been living for 

generations. Of course, they were larr;ely Malagasy, African and Indian; 

hence the~r uere not British subjects as are New Zealanders or the natives 

of any other member of the British Commonwealth. That is what I call 

a sophistic argument. 

Mr. SORENSEN MOSQUERA (Venezuela) (internretation from Spanish): 

I wish to say that, in viev of the remarks by ruy delegation and almost 

all others which have taken part in the discussion on the item before 

us~ and sped fically on the 1rorking paper prepared by the Secretariat 

on the Malvinas in document A/ AC .109/712 of 10 August 1982, it is my 

delegation 1 s understanding that the Secretariat will take into account 

the request of my delegation and other speakers in this debate 

that that document should be amended so that it may be of use in our 

continued discussion of the Malvinas question. 

The CHAIP,MAN: I uish to assure the re"!)resentative of Venezuela 

that the Secretariat has tal{en note of his request . 

I shall now call on those representatives who wish to exercise their 

right of reply. 
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Hr. t'HY~ (United ICingdom): 3ince my delegation made a statement in 

this Committee yesterday we have heard a number of other statements. A few of 

them appear to us to have addressed very clearly the issues, notably the 

statement by the representative of Norway , the one made by the representative of 

Sierra Leone yesterday afternoon, and, if I may say so, that of the representative 

of Au;t~~ii~ -this morning. Many of tlle other statemen~s that we have heard a-opear 

to us, however, to have dodged the central issues. Of the 80-minute-long statement 

by the representative of Argentina to which we listened very attentively yesterday, 

I might have said at the end, vith my compatriot William Shakes-peare, '11ethinks 

he doth protest too much 1
' . But he, too, it seemed to us, confused and avoided 

the key issue. 

I know that this Committee has a long agenda and a tight time-table today; 

therefore I shall make my remarks very brief. However, let me say first that 

the key point is that the right of self-determination cannot be comr,,rcmised, 

watered down or argued away. Frankly, it seems to us ironic that the 

representative of .Vene~uela and some others in this Committee should have sought 

so diligently yesterday to deprive Councillor - Cheek and Councillor Blake of the 

right and opportunity to address this Committee. 

Secondly, when we listened to the representative of Argentina referring 

to the rrbroad-minded and understanding spirit r: which he claimed that his 

countrymen had shOim to the Fallcland Islanders; when we heard the representative 

of Argentina harping on the ~onstant goodwill of the Argentine Government, its 

real concern for the interests of the Falkland Islanders and the benefits those 

Falkland Islanders had derived from Argentine assistance, we were reminded of 

another of my compatriots, Mr. George Orwell. The logic of those sentiments 

appeared to us indeed Orwellian. 

The true impact of the uay in which the Government of Argentina has 

invaded those Falkland Islands and the massive fall-out from that invasion -

which is still enveloping those distant islands - can best be judged, I submit, 

in the light of the remarks made by the representatives of those Islands 

that this Committee heard so clearly yesterd~v and today. 

In conclusion, therefore, I say: let them having been heard speak for 

themselves, and let this Committee judge in the light of their views and 

their sentiments. 
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Mr. MUNIZ (Argentina) ( interpretation from Spanish): I should like 

to make a brief statement. 

I do not in any way wish to dispute point by point the inaccuracies 

contained in the statements of some representatives, in particular those of 

Australia and the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, I should like to make it clear, 

with reference to the statement of the representative of Australia, that there 

is a very big difference between the situation of the peoples of Australia and 

Argentina - immigrant societies - and that of the population of the 

Malvinas Islands. 

First of all, most of that population is made up of employees of a 

commercial firm with headquarters in the United Kingdom and also of employees 

of the British Government. One very important thing which did not happen in 

Australia or in Argentina is that in the case of the Malvinas Islands there 

was the expulsion of the original population. Hence, that comparison cannot be 

made. 

With reference to the words of the representative of Austra.lia 

that in the same way that Argentina can lay claim to the Malvinas Islands 

Australia could try to claim part of Argentine territory~it should also 

be made clear that ttat shows ~rofound ignorance not only of history but 

also of geography, given that the Malvinas Islands are linked to the territory of 

Argentina and form part of its continental shelf. So there are major differences 

and gross errors. I mentioned only two so as to underscore the lack of 

knowledge displayed by the representative of Australia on this question. 

I also wish to make it clear that Argentina never denied the right of peoples 

to self-determination. Had it been so, how could we have declared our own 

independence? It is a matter of different situations. We consider that in this 

case - and we are not in any way inventing anything - it is fitting to apply the 

principle of territorial integrity established in the United Nations Charter itself. 

We are not doing anything paradoxical. 

With reference to the words of the representative of the United Kingdom, 

I wish to refer to one thing only. The General Assembly itself in specific 

resolutions thanked Argentina for its actions taken for the benefit of 

the inhabitants of the Malvinas Islands. 
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Mr. WHYTE (United Kingdom) : I should like very briefly to observe in 

passing that; if we consistently apply locally - and I should point this out 

since it may cause some concern to our absent neighbours from the United States -

the principles just enunciated by the representative of Argentina - the 

principles of self--determination and of territorial integrity -- with regard to 

the historical circumstances of peoples , it seems to me that the only people who 

may turn out to have security of tenure here in the United States will be those 

of Indian or Mexican origin. 

~r. MUNIZ (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): I simply wish 

to recall that this is a matter of sovereignty which has been acknowledged by 

the General Assembly and various other organs of the United Nations. So it is 

a specific fact recognized also by explicit provisions and by the votes of 

the majority of delegations in this international Organization. 

The CHAIRM.AiiJ': We have thus concluded our consideration of the item 

relating to the Falkland Islands (Malvinas)~ and I wish at this stae:e to 

express the Committee's thanks to all those who participated in our deliberations 

on the item. 

QUESTION OF NAMIBIA (A/AC.109/L.1450) (_~ontinue~) 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee has before it a draft proposal contained 

in document A/AC.109/L.1450. As I stated, the draft was prepared on the basis 

of consultations held with the President of the United Nations Council for 

Namibia and the Permanent Observer of the South West African People's 

Organization (SWAPO). 

P.re there any comments? As there are none, I take it that the Committee 

is prepared to approve the draft proposal. 

It was so decided. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I now call on the Deputy Permanent Observer of the 

South '\'Jest Africa People's Organization, Mr. Asheeke. 

Mr. ASHEEKE ( South West Africa People's Organization ( SWAPO)) : 

On behalf of the Central Committee of the South West Africa People's 

Organization (SWAPO) and~ indeed, the embattled masses of the Namibian 

people, I should like to express our gratitude and appreciation to the 

decolonization Committee for once again addressing itself to the question 

of Namibia at this critical stage of our struggle for national liberation. 

We hope and trust that? as long as Namibia continues to be illegally 

occupied by the minority regime in Pretoria and as long as the people of 

South Africa remains under ~partheid rule? the decolonization Committee 

will continue to carry out its work in collaboration and co-operation with 

the liberation movements of southern Africa -· the African National 

Congress of South Africa (A!JC) and SWAPO of Namibia - and, indeed , in 

co-operation with the United Nations Council for Namibia, the Special 

Committee against Apartheid and other concerned United Nations bodies 

until Namibia is free and South Africa is under the people's rule. 

Mr. CHArr (Australia) : As in previous years , we have supported 

the draft consensus on the question of Namibia. He continue to do so and 

we also continue to attach the greatest importance to every effort that is 

made to bring Namibia to independence in accordance with Security Council 

resolution 435 (1978). 

However, I should like to state for the record that? as on previous 

occasions when such formulations have occurred? we have reservations on 

the reference to the South Uest Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) as 

the sole and authentic representative of the Namibian people. 
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We also have reservations about operative paragraph 15, in which the 

Committee strongly recommends a certain course of action by the Security 

Council. In this regard the position of my Government is well known: we 

consider that such a course of action is for the Security Council itself 

to decide. 

The CHAIRMAN: The reservations expressed by the representative 

of Australia will be fully reflected in the r ecords of this meeting. 

Mr. KOLBY (Norway): My delegation was pleased to be able 

to support the decision just taken. There are, however, some formulations 

in the draft consensus which do not fully coincide with the position of my 

Government. But Norway's support for Namibian independence and for the United 

Nations plan for the independence of Namibia is well known to all members here, 

and we were therefore happy that we could support the decision. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee has thus concluded its consideration 

of the item entitled ';Question of Namibia 11
• 

ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN ECOl'JOMIC AND OTHER INTERESTS 1'ffiICH ARE D-1PEDU1G THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE TO COLONIAL 

COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES IN NAMIBIA AND IN ALL OTHER TERRITORIES UNDER COLONIAL 

DOi'iINA'l'ION .AND EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE COLONIALISM, APARTHEID AND RACIAL DISCRilUNA'l'ION 

I:i'T SOUTHERN AFRICA (A/AC.109/L.1447, L.1451 and L.1452) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN: In connexion with this item, members of the Committee 

have before them a working paper prepared by the Chairman and contained in document 

A/AC.109/1.1447, as well as amendments thereto , contained in documents A/AC.109/1.1451 

and L.1452. 

Mr. KOLBY (Horway): I should like first of all to say that my delegation 

was quite happy with the paper presented to us by the Chairman , a paper fully in 

line with the previous decisions talten by this Committee on this issue. 
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My delegation, therefore, has been instructed to support it. He think 

that such a paper, witr. broad supnort fror.. t.his Committee, would send a 

clear message on this issue. 

Now, however , we have before us a paper to which the delegations of 

Bulgaria and Czechoslovkia have put forward a number of a:r1endments, some of 

them of quite far-reaching nature , which would make our resolution of this 

year depart rather dramatically from decisions previously taken by this Committee . 

Some of the proposed amendments rather shift the emphasise. little bit away from 

the situation in southern Africa, and this my delegation finds very regrettable. 

We think that the stronger focus on the situation in southern Africa that we 

nave had in previous texts ought to have been maintained. 

Secondly, the proposed amendments introduce in some paragraphs references 

by name to several members of the international community . This is a question 

uhich was dealt with durin1:s our deliberations earlier this year in the Sub-Committee 

on Petitions, Information and Assistance ; there were long discussions and 

consultations about the wisdom of such a course of action in connexion with 

the consideration of the question of the specialized agencies. The result of 

those consultations and discussions is reflected in the Sub- Committee's report 

on that issue. The text as proposed now would depart from the understanding 

that was reached in the Sub-Committee, and it is my delegation ' s view that this 

would not be helpful. We think that arbitrarily singling out certain countries 

does not promote the cause of decolonization. We think that a stronger, more 

unified message would be more helpful in that connexion. 

Therefore, my delegation would suggest that the following alterations 

be made to the amendments proposed in document A/AC .109/L.llr52: 

In pa.ragr apr. 5 of that document, after the words :·other States n , the words 
1'particularly those of the United States of America , the Federal Republic of 

Germany and Israel 11 be deleted, and that after the words 1rcalls upon '; , the words 

i:the Government of France;; be replaced by the word 11them;r . 

Then, in the amendment proposed to paragraph 9, in paragraph 6 of the 

document, we propose that the words "the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, the United States of America , the Federal Republic of Germany, 

France, Japan, Belgium , Israel and Italy': be replaced by the words :'certain 

Western countries. 11 
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Mr. LWENO (United Republic of Tanzania): On behalf of my 

delegation, I should like to state •ranzania' s views on the working paper under 

disucssion, document A/AC.109/L.141+7. My delegation has been instructed to 

support the text of that document a.s submitted by the Chairman, and we should 

like to see it remain as it is as our working paper, although we have no 

problem in supporting the text of paragraph 4 as amended by the representative 

of Indonesia in document A/Ac.109/1.1451. 

We have just heard the representative of Norway suggest changes 

in the amendments proposed in document A/AC.109/L.1452, and we take very 

favourable note of them. 

We have a great deal of respect for the amendments proposed by tr.e 

representatives of Bulcaria and Czecr.oslovakia in docur,ent A/ AC .109/L .1452 

to pararsraphs 6 and 9 of tte wo_rkinr, paper. While we support those views 

in principle 1 we feel that we must register our reservations about nar,e-calling. 
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I have had the honour, on one or two occasions, to explain our position 

on this issue in some of the meetings of our sub-committees. I should therefore 

like to take this opportunity to reiterate our position: we earnestly 

feel that in view of the current stage of our negotiations for Namibia's 

independence we believe that name-calling at this stage will not in any way help us. 

As a member of the United Nations Special Corrmittee on decolonization we believe 

that our prima~y objective is to help achieve decolonization throuGh 

discussing specifics on the methodology of ending the state of colonization 

in Africa and in other areas of the world where it existso 

We should therefore like to appeal very strongly to our colleagues and 

fellow members of this Connni ttee to concentrate our efforts on the attainment 

of this objective. He si.1ould like to appeal to our colleagues not to bring 

into our Committee those issues, for instance, which have been discussed in 

the General Assembly because we believe that the levels of resnonsibilities 

in these two bodies are not the same. 

In the opinion of Tanzania, therefore, we feel that our primary objective 

in the Committee should be to help positively so that we may achieve 

decolonization in the areas of the ·world concerned, so that Namibia, for 

instance, becomes independent today, not tomorrow. 

He in Tanzania believe that at this moment, much as we support in :?rinciple, 

as I tave said, the views expressed, we still believe very earnestly that 

name-calling, especially against those very countries with which some of us are 

involved in the very delicate negotiations on the inde~endence of Namibia 9 

will not help at all in the decolonization process. 

I-Ir JERI:•:: ( Ivory Coast) ( interpretation from French) : Mr. Chairman, 

the text you have proposed to us O in document A/ AC .109 /L .ll!.l.t-7, appeared to my 

deleeation to be excellent and may be one of the best we have ever had 

before us here in this Committee on the question of activities of foreign 

economic and other interests. This draft resolution firmly reaffirms the 

principles which have always guided the actions of our Committee and takes due 

account of the very well-•lmown situations prevailing in the various 

Hon-Self-Governing Territories and thus is well qualified to obtain a consensus 

in this Committee. 
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Unfortunately, delegations have introduced amendments to this text which my 

delegation feels will only diminish much of the support that the text should 

rightfully command. My delegation follows the principle of not condemning 

countries by name. It will be difficult for it therefore to support the 

amendments proposed to paragraphs 6 and 9 of document A/AC.109/L.lli47 by the 

delegations of Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. 

Mr. KALINA (Czechoslovakia) ( interpretation from Russian): The 

representative of Norway described the amendments proposed by Bulgaria and 

Czechoslovakia as far .. reaching in scope. In this regard, I should like to 

point out that these amendments do not go beyond the context of the resolution 

adopted by the Fourth Committee on this question at the thirty-sixth session 

of the General Assembly on the initiative of the African and other non-aligned 

countries, or the resolution voted for by the majority of members of our 

Committee. 

In conclusion , I should also like to point out that my delegation will vote 

against the subamendments proposed by the delegation of Norway and the amendments 

proposed by Indonesia. 

Mr . PEREZ (Chile) ( interpretation from Spanish) : Mr. Chairman, my 

delegation was and is ready to support the working paper you have submitted. 

We consider it an extraordinarily well-prepared summing--up of the thinking of 

our Committee and that it should meet with unanimous support if it is to have 

the strength it truly deserves. 

As for the amendments proposed by Indonesia, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, 

my delegation could fully subscribe to what was said by the representatives of 

Tanzania and of the Ivory Coast. I think that the statement made by the former 

is a true reflexion of the realities, one with which all members should associate 

themselves. My delegation, therefore supports the Indonesian amendment, as 

well as the statement by the representative of Norway. We think that in this way 

we could reach consensus and give this paper the streneth that we shouJ.d all 

like it to have. 
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Mr. AliLillI (Tunisia) (interpretation from French): Ur. Chairman, the 

working paper, doctunent A/AC.109/L.1447, which you have submitted is 

absolutely acceptable to my delegation. 

Hith reference to the amendments submitted by the delegations of Bulgaria 

and Czechoslovakia, my delec;ation has no difficulty, but after what was said 

by the representatives who have preceded me, including the 

PJ!lbassador of Tanzania - because what we are lookine; for in this matter, our 

sole objective, is to see IJa..mibia independent, today rather than tomorrow ·· so 

in the view of my delegation the aL1endL1ents put forward by Norway seem to 

briug us closer to the consensus we all seek. 'Ir..erefore, we support those 

amendments. 
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Hr. ALVAREZ-SANCHEZ (Cuba) ( interpretation from Spanish) : Our 

delegation fully concurs with previous speakers in praising the document 

on this item submitted by you , Mr. Chairman , for a decision. None the less, 

althoufsh we agree that it is an excellent paper, our delegation feels that the 

amendments proposed by the delegations of Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia 

would improve on the: substance of that text. They are consistent with the 

decisions taken by the Fourth Committee last year and supported by the immense 

majority of members of the Committee. ThPY are also consistent with the positions 

of the non-aligned countries on this issue - both at their last summit meeting 

and at successive meetings, 

Uith referf:nce- to the am~ndment submitted by Indonesia, our delegation 

will vote against it since it makes the present paragraph conform even less 

to the earlier positions adopted by the non- aligned countries on this issue . 

W:i. th re-ference to the subamendment proposed by Norway, 

our. delegation will obviously vote against it. 

~ir. RAM (Fiji): Hy delega.tion also fully supports what previous delegations 

ha.ve said about the=- document submitted by you, Mr. Chairman. I have> fllso listened 

with great care to what the representatives of the Unite>d Recpublic of Ta.nzRnia 

and of the Ivory Coast have just saicl. 

In view of that and in order to advance what we are here to do, I should 

like to state that our delegation could support the amendment proposed by 

Indonesia and thE" sub-•amendment proposed by Norway. 

Hr. SALLU (SiE-rra Leone): My delegation would have liked to e;o along 

entirely with the text proposed by you, Mr. Chair.rna.n. We fe~l the languag~ is 

moderate and in accordance with all the earlier decisions taken on this issue. 

However, I note that certPin amendments ha.ve been proposed by a number of 

delegations and I should like to express my del£>gation' s view on them, in 

particular on those contained in document A/AC.109/1.1452 proposed by 

Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia.. 

I listened v~ry carefully to the interventions of our colleagues from 

Horway, the Ivory Coast and the United REcpublic of Tanzania. In order to 
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a.chievA a consensus, I should like to indicate that my delegation would 

wholeheartedly endorse the sub,1:r'endv,ents nroposed by the representative of 

Norway to the amendnents in document A/AC.109/L.1452. 

Mr. DEHICHIN (Bulgaria): In proposing the amendments conti:dned in 

document A/ AC .109/L .1452 my dE>leGation and the delegation of Czechoslova.kia hRd 

in mind the following. 

EvPry year in this Committee and, indeed, in other United Nations bodies, 

arr,uments are put forward to the effect that we are on the verge of achieving 

independence for Namibia. Every year there is a flurry of negotiations, 

every year there is an air of optimism that is disseminated from certain 

quarters and every year that optimism proves to be based on falsfo grounds. 

A~ain this year - as indeed I think the current debate in this 

Cot,rni ttee has proved - ve have been led to think we were on the verr:e 

of a solution to the UaEibian pro bl en'. yet again that l::as proved_ 

untrue. On the contrary, in the negotiations and debate on 

the iElplf:mentation of the United Nations pla.n for givinr; independence to N:=imibia , 

new issues have been introduced, issues which are extraneous to this question 

a.nd indeed do not contribute to but rather ham.per tee achieve1:1ent of a real 

solution to the problem of Namibia. Those facts and the continued unabated 

exploitation of Namibia's natural resources and of the people of Namibia, the> 

unchanged colonial situation in that country, the continued repression of its 

people, thE" increased acts of aggression a.gainst neighbouring countries a.nd the 

efforts to destabilize the governments of neighbouring sov~reign countries 

prove that indeed we cannot E"xpect tha.t a. real solution to the problem will be 

a.chieved and that thf' intentions of those spreading optimistic ~xpecta.tions 

are not justified. Indeed, we do not see any reason why this Committee, which 

is the Committee on decolonization, should depart from the very clear view of 

the Genf'ral Assembly and the Fourth Committee expressed last year in their 

respective resolutions adopted a.t the thirty-sixth sessionj therefore, we introduced 

the amPndments contained in document A/AC.109/L.1452. 

Ue believe that we would not be contributing to a solution of thE' Namibian 

problem or, indeed, to the decolonization p:i:-ocess if Wf: retreat from the decisions 

a..lready ta.ken on the question. That is why my delesa.tion will vote against the 

subanendments proposed by the repre>sentatives of Norway and the RT"'endment proposed 

by the representative of Indonesia and stand behind its own proposal. 
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Mr. HAYARABI (Indonesia): He have just concluded our discussion on 

the question of Namibia and my delegation feels that the adoption of this 

document will 1:1.ffect the future of a ppople which we all "believe should have 

independence today. I,Ir • Chairman, this workine; paper prepared by you, 

the fl.Illendment submitted by my delegation and those submitted by Bulgaria and 

Czechoslovakia are very important because they also will affect the entire 

problem cf J:Janibia, 
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(Ur. Hayarabi, Indonesia) 

I have listened carefully to the statements made by the 

representatives of Tanz~.nia, the Ivory Coast and Tunisia , African 

countries directly involved in tee situation in Nanibia. My delegation 

has always maintained as one of the main policies of the Government of 

Indonesia listening to the region I s views on a question. But we shoula_ also 

like to stress here that according to decisions resulting 

fron consultations or meetings anonr: rr,embers of the Organization 

of African Unity (OAU) :, the ma,iority of tr..e African countries ,rould like to 

see Namibia independent this year or next. They would also like to 

avoid the singline out of names, because that will not solve the core of 

the probler.1. 

In my deleeation ;s view, this Cor..21'1.ittee should first try to 

reach a consensus on this document ; therefore , we whole-heartedly 

support the statenents 1:1ade by the representatives of Tanzania~ the Ivory 

Coast and Tunisia~ and appeaJ to other members to take into consideration 

and heeu the statements made earlier by the dele~ations of 

African countries. 

If I may refer to the draft consensus adopted on the question of Namibia 

in document A/AC.109/L.11!50, the second sentence of para~raph (17) reads: 

::The Committee resolutely supports the Arusha Declaration and Programme 

of Action on Namibia adopted by the Council ..• and the relevant decisions 

of the Or[sanization of African Unity. \? 

Ey delegation believes that we should be guided by the positions of the countries 

in the region, and not GO far beyond that. 

!:!rs. AHMADI (Iran) ( interpretation from French) : I should like 

briefly to state my dele~ation's position on the documents presented to us 

relating to the item on activities of foreign economic and other interests. 

Hy delegation supports the proposals contained in the excellent working paper 

submitted by the Ch::-:.irnan, as well as the amendments in document A/AC.109/L.1452. 

He feel that those amendments supplement the workine; paper submitted by the 

Chairman and are in accord with the riosition of the non·0•alicned countries. 

On the other hand, we cannot support the Indonesian amendments or the 

llorweGian suba.1:1endE1ents. 
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Er. POP.l\.L (Af6hanistan): r.iy delegation fully suyports the amendments 

subnitted by the representatives of Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria to the text in 

document A/AC.1O9/L.14lr7 , but does not agree with the amendment submitted by 

the representative of Indonesia and the subamendments by the representative 
of Horway. 

?jr. BEREZOVSICT (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)( interpretation 

from Russian): I should like for my part to cow.mend the document submitted by 

you, Hr. Chairman, on the activities of foreiGTI economic and other interests 

which are im:pedinG the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in Namibia and in all other 

Territories under colonial domination. The document uas well worked out , but 

the delegation of the Soviet Union feels that very important things were left 

out which r.ave been reflected in the a~endments submitted by the dele~ations 

of Bulcaria and Czechoslovakia. 

Some dele~ations here are trying to present thinis as if the amendments 

by the Bulgarian and Czechoslovak delegations were new and far-reaching , 

although actually they repeat word for word the decisions of a body hicher 

than the Committee of 24, namely, the General Assembly, e,t its last session. 

As we all know, those decisions were adopted by an overwhelming majority of 

States Eembers of the United Hat ions. 

As we consider the amenc1ments proposed by the delegations of Bulgaria 

and Czechoslovakia we should ask in what way they might not respond to the 

interests of the African countries, the interests of the non-alivied countries 

and the interests of all proeressive mankind. How has the situation chan3ed 

since last year? As can be seen, those amendments condemn the collusion 

of the Governments of certain Western countries an<l other States, particularly 

the United States of America. Has anything changed in the meantime in that 

rec;arc1? Yes, the collusion is continuing and becoming worse. That is the 

only aspect of chanee that we can perceive. There is aggravation and 

exacerbation of the situation. There is conspiracy precisely in the nuclear 

sphere. 1Iardly can anyone sitting here overestimate the support given to 

the nepublic of South Africa in supplying it with armaments and a nuclear

weaponry capability. 'l'hose comments relate to operative paragraph 6. 

'Hith reference to operative paragraph 9, and taking into account the 

Iforwee;ian subamendment :• has anythin.~ chane;ed since last year in that connexion? 
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(Mr. Berezovsky, USSR) 

Has the Western Powers' collusion with South Africa diminished since then, 

particularly in the economic sphere? All the material available to the 

Committee of 24 and other material elsewhere testifies precisely to the 

contrary. I think it illusory to suggest that not mentioning the United States 

and other Western Powers in these resolutions-may have some positive effect on 

efforts to achieve genuine independence for Namibia. 

The Soviet delegation will firmly support the amendments proposed by 

the delegations of Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia. We oppose the subamendments 

proposed by Norway. 

There is something else. Yet another small amendment is quietly being put 

forward here. I refer to Indonesia's proposal, which is indeed a very small one. 

This amendment contradicts the decisions not only of the General Assembly but 

also of the Committee itself, because it is an attempt to set the Committee back 

into the past with regard to its own decisions, to change the Committee's 

position on this question. Indeed, it is an attempt to weaken decisions already 

taken not only by the Committee but also by the General Assembly itself. I 

think that the members of the Committee must very seriously consider what is 

happening here today in the Committee of 24 and search their own consciences as 

to the extent to which these attempts really promote the cause of decolonization 

and are in keeping with the position of the Committee of 24, the principal 

organ dealing with issues relating to the granting of independence to colonial 

countries and peoples. 

Mr. LWENO (United Republic of Tanzania): Having listened with great 

attention to quite a number of delegations, it might be useful, by way of 

reassuring the members of this Committee, if I put on record that, although 

somebody referred to a 11retreat 11 from the African position, firstly, there is 

no retreat from the African- position as. regards the question of independence -

not only for Namibia but for any other part of the world where colonialism 

still exists. There is no retreat at all. 
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(Mr. Lweno, United Republic of Tanzania) 

Secondly, it has been suggested that nothing has changed, or that the 

kind of discussion we are having now is a replica, a carrying forward, of what 

has been going on since last year. I have much respect for such views, but 

I think it would be naive of me as the representative of Tanzania to accept such 

an argument without qualification. It is true that negotiations on the 

independence of Namibia have been stalled since January 1981. For the 

information of this Committee, I had the honour and privilege to be part 

of the delegation of front-line States to those consultations in Geneva. 

I said that it would be naive of me to accept the argunent that there has 

been no progress since last year, although much of what has been attained 

may not be commensurate with our desires. As I said before, I believe 

that it is our Committee's objective to see Namibia indepencent today, not 

tomorrow. I agree that Ifomibia is not independent today; but to say that 

there has been no progress since last year is self-deceiving. 

Thirdly 1 I should like to appeal to our colleagues in this 

Committee not to doubt the sincerity of us in Africa - not to doubt our 

seriousness , not to doubt our commitment, not to doubt our honesty when 

we sit down and attempt to negotiate Namibia's independence. 

I do not mean to belabour the issue; but the fact is that we do not 

need any lecture ; we do not need any detailed hand-out on this aspect from 

anyone. 

I think that it is important for me to repeat that I am ap~ealing to the 

members of this Committee not to doubt our commitment, not to doubt our 

seriousness, not to doubt our honesty when we sit down and attempt to 

negotiate Namibia I s independence. We are aware of the problems involved - and, 

as I say, when I say i
1we'' I mean Africa. 

Mr. SALLU (Sierra Leone): I apologize for asking to speak a second 

time. But, after the statement just made by my colleague from Tanzania, I 

thought I should add my support for what he said. I believe that Tanzania's 

responsibility in the whole conduct of the ongoing talks with regard to the 

granting of independence to Namibia is such that none of us here can have 

reason to doubt him. 
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(Hr. Sallu. Sierra Leone) 

I should like to support him also when he says that no African country 

is retreating from its commitment to the granting of independence to Namibia. 

I should like to add to that and say that no African country can retreat from 

the fight against the !-l,P_?,rtheid regime of South Africa. I think that is very 

clear. 

I think we are living in a world of realism, and I believe that is 

the point the Tanzanian delegation has been trying to make. Their country has 

been much involved in the talks and they are in a position to known what has 

been going on. I have every reason to believe that the account given us by 

the representative of Tanzania is a correct one. 

In addition, I should like to indicate that the support given here to 

the subamendments ·proposed by the Norwegian delegation is in no way indicative 

of any withdrawal by my country from its wholehearted commitment to the cause 

of freedom in Namibia, for we believe, as the Tanzanian delegation said, that 

the talks are at a stage where amendments such as those proposed by Bulgaria 

and Czechoslovakia might not be helpful. I believe, as was clearly stated 

by the representative of Indonesia, that it is perhaps a wise thing for this 

Committee to try to listen to what we in the African region are saying about 

a matter which concerns our region first and foremost. 

This does not in any way diminish our appreciation for the support given 

by a number of countries, including those of our colleagues from Bulgaria and 

Czechoslovakia, to the cause of freedom for Africa, but at the moment the 

positions expressed here by the African countries with near-unanimity should 

be taken into account. 

It is the firm belief of my Government that the United Nations should have 

been given the over-all role of conducting the negctiations on the question of 

the independence of Namibia. However, a number of countries, some of which have 

been named in the amendments, have rightly or wrongly taken on that onus. 

We should like to believe that they are aware that we are all looking to them 

for results. Some of us may be opposed to naming them, but we would indicate 

that we are scrutinizing the conduct of the negotiations to see whether the trust 

we have placed in them is justified. 

The meeting rose at 1.05 E.:.!!!.· 




